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Science fiction author Arthur C. Clarke holds a copy of his book, “Exploration of Space” at a home in Washington, D.C., in this
June 9, 1952 file .... Fifty years ago, when the futurist Arthur C. Clarke suggested we might all have the freedom to one day
work our day job from a Tahitian beach, .... Science Fiction Turns Into Science While he didn't have it exactly right, Verne's
prediction that it would be the Americans who first got to the moon, firing off a giant gun (rockets didn't exist) from somewhere
in Florida, were pretty spot on.. It's no secret that 2001: A Space Odyssey author Arthur C. Clarke was an avid futurist, but it's
still absolutely amazing to see just how prescient .... This novel incorporates two of Arthur C.Clarke's passions - deep sea ... Be
the first to ask a question about The Ghost From The Grand Banks ... Where the author manages to make accurate predictions,
one sometimes has to wonder if the .... Arthur C. Clarke, best known for writing 2001: A Space Odyssey, was definitely a
forward thinker when it comes to computers. HAL 9000, the .... Of the plethora of successful science fiction writers who've
shared their vision with the world, few if any hold the special place Arthur C. Clarke .... Clarke, passed away in Sri Lanka.
Arthur C. Clarke began writing science fiction in the 1930s, and authored nearly 100 books. Mr. Clarke was an .... The
imagination of the science fiction author Sir Arthur C Clarke ... The prediction was made in a chapter of his 1990 novel The
Ghost from the .... This particular nugget was found in the May 1977 issue of Creative Computing. Science fiction author and
futurist Arthur C. Clarke's predictions of .... A big part of a science fiction writer's job is thinking about the future. Arthur C.
Clarke was very good at his job.. Later, in Profiles of the Future, he predicted the advent of such a device taking place in the
mid-1980s. File:ABC Clarke predicts internet and PC.ogv Play media.. In his lifetime Arthur C. Clarke participated in film,
television, radio and other media in a number ... Clarke accurately predicted many things that became reality—including online
banking, online shopping, and other now commonplace things. ... The Ghost from the Grand Banks · The Hammer of God ·
Richter 10 (with Mike .... As the new millennium approached 20 years ago, science fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke offered his
predictions for the century but as many have .... "2001" author Arthur C. Clarke brought us some frightening visions of the
future that have yet to come to pass. But he also nailed an awful lot .... In 1968, Arthur C. Clarke predicted the iPad. .

From Jules Verne apparently predicting the internet to Arthur C. Clarke predicting 3D printing, you may begin to question the
possibility. Or not .... When authors write about the future, they have to predict what technology ... Childhood's End, by famed
sci-fi writer Arthur C. Clarke, is about an .... In 1964, Sir Arthur C. Clarke, the futurist and sci-fi writer best known for his
novel 2001: A Space Odyssey, peered into the future, to the year .... Arthur C Clarke predicted that everyone would own a
computer. Will he be right about our colonising Mars, too? "Open the pod bay doors, HAL.
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